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Dr. Brent Ridge and New York Times bestselling author Josh Kilmer-Purcell are not your average

couple: The two Manhattanites left their big city lives behind, and found themselves living in bucolic

Sharon Springs, New York, where they became "accidental goat farmers." But what began as a way

to reconnect with their own style of modern country living soon exploded into a wildly successful

brand, Beekman 1802, named after their historic home. Brent and Josh are now world-renowned for

producing everything from magnificent handcrafted goat's milk soaps to artisanal Blaak cheese, and

now, with The Beekman 1802 Heirloom Dessert Cookbook, they're bringing their special

vintage-modern touch to classic, remarkable recipes bound to become family favorites year after

year.The Beekman 1802 Heirloom Dessert Cookbook will show off the delicious and decadent

recipes that the Beekman Boys have collected from across the generations of their family, from

Brent's grandmother's Fourth of July Fruitcake to Josh's mother's Hot Chocolate Dumplings. Each

recipe will be accompanied by a personal memory from the authors or a story about how that recipe

came to be. With eco-conscious and vintage-oriented food production gaining traction as a major

culinary trend, this beautiful package will reel in readers, whether they're nostalgic for some classic

Americana in their kitchen or just hankering for the perfect Blackberry Betty recipe.
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From their upstate New York farm, celebrity couple Ridge and Josh Kilmer-Purcell have collected

heirloom dessert recipes. They aim to offer desserts that are delicious, easy to make, and built from

ingredients generally available. Organized by seasons, these desserts offer plenty of sweet

satisfaction. Simpler temptations, such as lemon meringue pie, give way to chocolate-Ã©clair pie

and figgy pudding. Favorite childhood flavors appear in Dreamsicle angel-food cake. Not content

with the richness of ordinary brownies, they enhance their version with chopped candy bars. Fruit in

season comes into its own with such classics as peach cobbler and roasted rhubarb crisp. By and

large, the guys achieve their goal of recipe simplicity, but the several dozen ingredients composing

their fruitcake can prove daunting. Aficionados of rich, sugary American desserts will find these

reimagined classics intriguing. The authorsâ€™ television exposure will increase demand. --Mark

Knoblauch

Yes, most of the recipes are vintage, some are riffs on familiar crowd-pleasers, many have been

tweaked to give old, tried-and-true recipes a subtle Beekman Farm charm. What you'll find in this

book is a stupendous compilation of great recipes, and just because they are vintage that does NOT

mean that these are the same versions that you have on your old recipe cards. The authors term

this assortment of recipes "Heirloom", well, maybe for them they are. I can't call them heirloom until I

start passing them along to the young cooks in my family. I do anticipate that will happen. In the

meantime, I can definitely call them "keepers".In fact, I've got a relative's bridal shower to attend in a

few months and I plan to present her with a copy of this book in addition to something from her list.

Why include this book? For one thing, the recipes are that good and they are not difficult for an

inexperienced cook. They are recipes that every baker should have in her/his repertoire. For

another thing, it is a beautiful book with stunning photography of the finished dishes, vintage

kitchenware, and pastoral farm settings. And, last but not least, the authors have included

something precious: At the end of each season, (that's how the recipes are divided), they have

included ruled, blank, full pages designated for your own family heirloom recipes. I plan to write in

some of our family recipes before wrapping up the book for giving.I found it interesting that I recently

reviewed another cookbook actually called "Keepers". In it, I was expecting to find great, old-time,

tried-and-true recipes--but I didn't find them. The authors of that book used the term to describe

recently developed recipes that are tasty and easy to make, therefore easy to turn to in a pinch on a

weeknight. In my review I said that I need more in "keeper" recipes: Not only do they have to be



straightforward and not complicated, I need to be able to turn to them on the morning of a large,

holiday, family/friend gathering. They need to stand the test of time, too. They may be recipes

friends and family request time and time again. Little did I know, what I was searching for was in the

process of being printed and bound: Because the recipes in this Beekman Farm book are exactly

what I was describing.I first saw this cookbook before it was published. It was a temporary download

that I received from the publisher for review. Scrutinizing the preliminary pages, it didn't take me

long to realize that I had to have my own copy! As you can see by the "Verified Purchase" tag above

my review, I now have it in hand. But since I did have the download, I can honestly say I've been

working with this book since way before its September 10 public debut.I must admit that I may be

biased concerning this cookbook: I collect vintage kitchen items. I attend estate sales as a fun

hobby, and when I walk in the front door I ask the way to the kitchen, If I see a recipe file box, I scarf

it up and every once in a while I find a valuable jewel in the form of an old, readable, workable,

wonderful recipe. I guess, with this type of experience under my belt, I'm not only biased towards

vintage and heirloom, but I know a bit about what I'm writing here.YOU CAN STOP READING

HERE, but if you are still undecided, I've included a long list of my favorites below to tempt you. It

seems that the Table of Contents and the Index that you can see with the "Look Inside" feature

doesn't tell you much about the recipes, so here goes:Cakes:--There is a fruitcake based on Black

Fruitcake, which is a Christmas favorite down in the Virgin Islands.--How about a buche de Noel

made with a raspberry filling? I might finally make one this year!--A coconut layer cake that gives

Alton Brown's recipe a challenge;--I love this recipe: Creamsicle Angel Food Cake.--The Cardamom

Cake with Coffee Glaze is made in a bundt pan.--A banana cake that is nothing like a quick bread;

it's made in a 9 x 13 pan.--Truly a winner: Diablo Food Cake with Custard Sauce; this twist on

Devil's Food Cake includes cayenne pepper, cinnamon, allspice and brown sugar.--Plum

Upside-Down Cake; the authors call this a "back pocket" recipe and it is because you can use any

stone fruit, but I tried it with an assortment of plums and it was beautiful and luscious.--A One-Bowl

Chocolate Almond Cake; it was so very easy!--Red Currant Jelly Cake; pieces of jelly are tucked

into the batter.Puddings:--Toasted Coconut Rice Pudding with Mango Sauce;--Double Chocolate

Pudding, Banana Pudding with home-made Vanilla Wafers, Butterscotch Pudding with

scotch;--Orange-Chocolate Pots de CrÃ¨me and Vanilla Panna Cotta with a center of lemon

curd;Riffs on Favorites:--Chocolate Rocky Road Potstickers: Rocky Road ice cream add-ins (minus

the ice cream) are stuffed into wonton wrappers and gently fried in a skillet.--Chocolate-Espresso

Soup: Take hot chocolate, thicken it up, ladle it into soup bowls and top with

marshmallows.--Remember the "Crown Jewel Cake" from the Jello Cookbook? Here it is updated



and gorgeous, and it doesn't rely on Jello...--Pumpkin Pie is accomplished with Kabocha

Squash.--Remember Hello Dollies? These are made with cream of coconut, but you can sub with

sweetened condensed milk to make the 60's version.There are also some wonderful pies and ice

creams and crisps (and more). The ice creams are simple because they do not include eggs, so no

custard to make--just some cornstarch, (Honey Ice Cream, Peanut Butter Ice Cream,

Pistachio-Chip. Buttermilk Pie with a pecan crust was elegant in its simplicity. Another wonderful pie

is the Cranberry-Apple Custard Pie. The Roasted Rhubarb Crisp is delectable.Obviously, I highly

recommend this book. Check out the other Beekman 1802 book:Â The Beekman 1802 Heirloom

Cookbook: Heirloom fruits and vegetables, and more than 100 heritage recipes to inspire every

generation. It was published a few years back and has gotten great reviews (an amazing, solid,

five-star average).

This book contains gorgeous photography of ingredients, kitchen tools, and the house and barn that

is apparently the bed and breakfast that is the foundation of this enterprise. It is a phenomenal

example of the current aesthetic of beauty over function in cookbooks. Or, in my 101 year old

grandmother's words, "a picture book".I purchased this book believing that it was a family collection

of very old recipes. It is most definitely NOT that, though I suppose that because a few recipes

mention that children can be involved perhaps by stretching the word family nearly to the snapping

point it could be considered a family cookbook. Most of the recipes are fairly modern and those that

have been around a while have modern twists. For those seeking truly old recipes, a search for

antiquarian cookbooks will turn up some interesting things.Frankly, I wanted to give this book fewer

stars, but folks obviously went to a great deal of effort to design this book. The photography is

absolutely amazing and the best part of the book by far. I was somewhat interested in photos of

what appears at first glance to be handwritten recipes, but I think that they are actually accounts of

how much the Beekman enterprise goes through in the kitchen. I would like to be impressed by the

recipes, not by the amount of food moving through a businesses kitchen. The recipes themselves

don't appear to be terrible, they simply aren't interesting enough to inspire me to actually make

them.I truly understand how much heart and soul goes into producing a book, but I feel cheated by

this book. With lots of 5 star reviews and an interesting title I fully expected to get a book that was

heavy on real cooking and history. This is just a piece of food porn made for folks who like to look at

pictures more than they like to cook.In summary: photography and design: a full 5 stars; actually

being a useful tool for cooks: 3 stars; living up to its title and description: 0 stars.



OMG! Try the cowboy cookies- so yummy, words cannot even begin to describe. One of my favorite

new cookierecipes.I doubled the recipe, used high quality granola with huge amount of nuts and

seeds ( La Brea Bakery -Original )Also added more vanilla than recipe called for.A twist to my

success.... Baked using convection oven....... longer than recipe called for..... until really

crispy/brown.In order to get crispy to perfection- I reduce heat to some 200 for slow longer

baking.Can't wait to try the lemon bars-----this next week.I have over 500 cookbooks- This is a

keeper and so lovely to give as a gift to someone special.I'm leaving on vacation and will stay with a

friend. I am providing copy of this book as a hostess gift.
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